䮻・ᇊᵏᆈⅮ䌜ᡦᤷ⽪
Instruction to Open a Time Deposit Account
㠤:ѝ
ѝ഻≁⭏䢰㹼㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨ 俉࠶㹼 (ԕл㉑ち"䢰㹼")
To :China Minsheng Banking Corp., Ltd. Hong Kong Branch (the "Bank")

Date: ____________________

Dear Sirs,

ᵜӪ/੮ㅹ (“䌜ᡧᤱᴹӪ”) ⨮ੁ 䋤㹼⭣䃻䮻・аػᇊᵏᆈⅮ, ᆈⅮ䠁乽___________________________ˈ ᆈⅮ䋘ᒓ⡢ᒓ* / 㖾 *ݳ/ Ӫ≁ᒓ* / ަᆳ
(䃻䁫᰾: ___________________________ )*ˈ৺ᇊᆈᵏ䲀⡢____________________________Ǆ
I/We (the “Account Holder(s)”) hereby request the Bank to open a Time Deposit under my / our name(s) with the Bank for an amount of
_____________________________________ in Hong Kong Dollars* / US Dollars* / RMB* / other currency(ies)!_______________________________!
(please specify the currency(ies) )* for a period of _______________________________.
* Please delete whichever is not appropriate
* 䃻ࡐ䲔н䚙⭘㘵
ԈⅮᯩ⌅ In Settlement
䃻ᗎᵜӪ/੮ㅹ䌜ᡦ㲏⻬ޗᢓ䲔
Please debit from my/our account no. _________________________
ᵜӪ/੮ㅹሷय़ޕᴹ䰌Ⅾ丵
I/We will remit the funds to your Bank
ަԆᤷ⽪
Other Instruction_____________________________________________
䃻ԕࡠᵏᰕ⮦ᱲ⦷ˈ➗ԕлࢳᴹ"√"ѻᤷ⽪Ҹԕ㠚अ䗖⨶Ǆ
Please accept this as a standing instruction upon maturity of the said deposit automatically as per instruction marked with "√" below.
ᵜ䠁৺࡙➗ 䋤㹼⮦ᱲ⦷㒼ᆈ
Renew principal and interest at the Bank's
prevailing interest rate for further

______________

ᰕ
day(s)

______________

ᱏᵏ
week(s)

______________

ػᴸ
month(s)

ᵜ䠁➗ 䋤㹼⮦ᱲ⦷㒼ᆈ
Renew principal for further

______________

ᰕ
day(s)

______________

ᱏᵏ
week(s)

______________

ػᴸ
month(s)

ᨀਆᵜ䠁৺࡙
Withdraw principal and interest
ަԆᤷ⽪
Other instruction
↔㒼ᆈᤷ⽪ሷᤱ㒼ᴹ᭸㠣ѻਖ㹼ᴨ䶒䙊⸕⛪→Ǆوᴹ⎹৺ԫօ䋫⭘ˈ䃻ᗎᵜӪ/੮ㅹѻ䌜ᡦ㲏⻬ ______________________________ޗᢓ䲔Ǆ
This instruction shall continue to be valid until I / we have instructed in writing to the contrary.
For any cost(s) incurred, please deduct from my / our Account No. _________________________________________________________
ᨀਆⅮ丵ᯩ⌅ Method of Withdrawal
ᆈޕ䌜ᡦ㲏⻬
By crediting A/C No._________________________________________________________
ԕ 䋤㹼ᵜ⾘ / य़⾘᭟Ԉˈᣜ九Ӫ⛪
By issuing the Cashier's Order / Demand Draft in favour of _______________________________________________________

Risk Disclosure Statement – RMB Currency Conversion 付䳚㚢᰾ - Ӫ≁ᒓ䋘ᒓݼᨋ :
1.

RMB is currently not freely convertible and is subject to exchange controls and restrictions. Ӫ≁ᒓ⨮ᱲнਟ㠚⭡ݼᨋˈіਇࡠཆय़㇑ࡦ৺䲀ࡦǄ

2.

For individual customers who are Hong Kong Identity Card holders, currency conversion of RMB is subject to a daily limit as promulgated from time to
time by the relevant regulatory authority(ies) in Hong Kong (currently such conversion daily limit is RMB 20,000 per person) and sufficient time should
be allowed if the amount to be converted into or out of RMB exceeds the prevailing daily limit. ቡ俉䓛ԭ䅹ᤱᴹӪⲴػӪᇒᡦ㘼䀰ˈӪ≁ᒓݼᨋᱟ
ਇ俉ᴹ䰌ⴓ㇑ΏнᱲޜᐳⲴ⇿ᰕк䲀 (⨮ᱲ⇿ᰕ⇿Ӫݼᨋк䲀⛪Ӫ≁ᒓ 20,000  )ݳᡰ䲀ˈ㘼ྲᇒᡦᬜݼᨋӪ≁ᒓᡆሷӪ≁ᒓݼᨋ⛪ަᆳ
䋘ᒓⲴ䠁乽䎵ࠪ⮦ᱲⲴ⇿ᰕк䲀ˈᇒᡦ៹乀⮉ݵ䏣ᱲ䯃ݼᨋǄ

3.

There is no guarantee that RMB will not depreciate. If customer(s) convert(s) Hong Kong Dollars or any other currency into RMB so as to invest in a
RMB product and subsequently convert the RMB sale proceeds back into Hong Kong Dollars or any other currency, customer(s) may suffer a loss if
RMB depreciates against Hong Kong Dollars or other currency. Ӫ≁ᒓҏᆈ൘䋦٬付䳚Ǆو㤕ᇒᡦԕᒓᡆԫօަԆ䋘ᒓݼᨋᡀӪ≁ᒓ⭘ᣅ䋷
Ӫ≁ᒓ⭒૱ˈаᰖӪ≁ᒓ䋦٬ˈᇒᡦަᖼݼᨋᗇѻӪ≁ᒓⅮ丵ᡀᒓᡆަԆ䋘ᒓᱲሷਇᨽཡǄ

Yours faithfully,

___________________________________________________
ᇒᡦ㉭㖢 Customer's Signature(s)
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